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Executive Summary of Findings

1.4.1 The incident involving Voyager KC Mk 3 (ZZ333) on 9 Feb 14 occurred
when the aircraft suddenly pitched down while in the cruise at FL330 (33,000 ft).
The pitch-down command persisted for a total of 33 seconds, during which time the
aircraft lost 4,400 ft in height. The aircraft's self-protection measures initiated a
recovery from the dive.

1.4.2 Evidence gathered from the aircraft's Digital Flight Data Recorder (OFDR)
showed that a full pitch-down command had been initia ted from the Captain's side
stick, which caused the autopilot to disconnect and the aircraft to enter a dive . The
evidence also showed that the pitch-down command was not the result of a
technical malfu nction ing of the side-stick, the con trol surfaces, the autopilot, the
flight control computers , or the aircraft's weigh t and balance. Neither was the pitch 
down command the result of turbulence. A detailed exam ination of the aircraft
indicated that there were no pertinent technical faults throughout the flight.

1.4.3 The Inquiry established conclusive evidence that the pitch -down command
was actually the result of an inadvertent physical input to the Captain's side-stick .
Specitically:

a. Two or three minutes before the event, a Digital Single Lens Reflex
(D-SLR) camera was placed directly behind the side-stick, in the space
between the side-stick and the Captain's left armrest.

b. At one minute and 44 seconds before the event, the Captain's seat
was moved forward, creating a slight physical jam of the camera between
the front of the armrest and the rear base of the side-stick .

c. At the onset of the event, the Captain's seat was moved forward
again. forcing the side-stick fUl ly forward and initiating the pitch-down
command.

d. With the Captain's side-stick jammed fully forward. the pitch-down
command could not be counteracted initially, as the Captain was the only
person present on the flight deck.

e. The resulting forces were sufficien t for a considerable number of
passengers and crew to be thrown to the ceiling, resultinq in a number of
injuries.

1.4.4 The Panel found that the factors which led to the pitch-down command
were influenced principally by the prevailing safety culture with respect to loose
articles on the flight deck of RAF air transport aircraft. The small amount of
guidance regarding the treatment of loose articles on flight decks was overwhelmed
by an organ izational requirement to take large amou nts of equipment and
documentation onto the flight deck to support missions, and to store it in ad hoc
locations. As a result, the carriage, use and ad hoc storage of a small number of
personal items had become normal practice . The recovery from the pitch-down
command was initiated by the aircraft's own protection laws which prevented the
incident from being far worse . In the opinion of the Panel. the evidence suggests
strongly that the clearing of the obstruction from behind the side-stick was achieved

---MAA
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by means of a physical manipulation of the camera itself.

1.4.5 The situation in the passenger cabin was managed effective ly and had no
adverse bearing on the injuries which were sustained by either the passengers or
members of the Cabin Crew. The actions of the Purser were particularly
noteworthy in bringing the situation under con trol. Physical injuries were mostly
minor; however a number of personnel were admitted to hospital in the days or
weeks following the incident suffering from acute stress .

1.4.6 The practical response in the immediate aftermath of the incident was fast.
thorough and highly effective. There was a sense in some areas however, of
command. control and support being conducted in an improvised fashion . A lack of
continuity in infonnation flow led to a lack of ore-preparedness in Theatre for the
volume of medical cases which followed amongst those passengers who
subsequently deployed. There Panel found no evidence that this had an adverse
effect on the qual ity of individuals' treatment.

1.4.7 As of 25 Feb 14, it was estimated that out of 198 personnel on-board
ZZ333. a minimum of 32 (16%) and a maximum of 48 (24%) were, for varying
reasons and periods of time, rendered unfit for duty as a result of the incident. The
overall medical outcome of the incident however, was not being tracked.

1.4.8 The Service Inquiry (SI) was convened officially on 13 Feb 14 to
investigate the circumstances which led to the incident, to determine the cause and
to make recommendations to enhance air safety. The following analysis examines
the cause of the incident and its associated factors, and makes a number of other
observations which the Panel has deemed pertinent.

---MAA
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Methodology

Definitions

1.4.9 The following definitions were used to classify the various factors which
were pertinent to the incident:

a. Cause. An event which led directly to the incident.

b. Contributory Factor. A factor which made the incident more likely.

c. Aggravating Factor. A factor which made the outcome worse.

d. Other Factor. A factor which was none of the above. but was
noteworthy in that it may cause or contribute to future incidents or
accidents.

e. Observations. An issue that was not relevant to the incident but
worthy of consideration to promote better working practices.

Incident modell ing

1.4.1 0 In assessing the evidence, the Panel adopted an epidemiological model
first proposed by Professor James Reason of Manchester University in 1990. The
model broadens the scope of an investigation beyond individual acts, to include an
examination of the latent conditions and organizational factors which may also lie
behind an incident. As such, the following categories were used to inform the
Panel's analysis:

a. Unsafe acts. Unsafe acts are those committed by those at the
'sharp end' of a system, in close proximity to the incident. Fact-based,
non-judgemental statements are used to categorize the potentially unsafe
acts of an individual or a group, whether those acts have been intentional
or not:

(1) Unintentional acts.

(a) Slips. A slip is defined as an error by commission;
where a well-practised skill, requiring little cognition, has been
carried out incorrectly.

(b) Lapses. A lapse is defined as an error by omission;
where a well-practised skill, requiring little cognition, has not
been carried out.

(2) Intentional acts.

(a) Mistakes. A mistake is defined as a deficiency in
judgement and/or a failure to formulate the right plan based on
flawed knowledge, and/or an incorrect comprehension of rules.

---MAA
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(b) Violations. A violation is defined as a deliberate and
conscious departure from established rules or procedures,
even if there has been no intent to cause harm.

b. Error promoting condition (EPC). Error promoting conditions refer
to those psychological, physicaUmen tallimitations and physio logical factors
that can influence human performance; for example. pressure. weather or
fatigue.

c. Organizational influences. Organizational influences refer to the
broader, and often latent. influences that an organization brings to bear on
those involved in an incident. These will inevi tably be beyond those
individuals' control and could. for example. relate to equipment design.
operational culture or organ izational policy.

d. Breached or failed defences. Breached or failed defences refer to
those rules , orders , practices and procedures which are designed to
ensure the safe operation of aircraft, but which failed or were breached in
the course of the incident.

Available evidence

1.4.11 The Panel had access to the following evide nce:

a. Interviews with the crew of ZZ333 and other witnesses.

b. Written statements and correspondence from witnesses.

c. DFDR data from the flight.

d . A Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) from the flight.

e. Photography from various sou rces.

f. Relevant orders, terms of reference and documentation includ ing
flying logbooks, aircraft docum entation, flight planning, briefing materials
and engineering documentation .

g. Aircraft ZZ333 at lncirlik airbase .

h. An aircraft technical report by Military Air Accident Investigation
Branch (MiIAAIB).

i. Technical reports by 1710 Naval Air Squa dron (NAS).

j. A Human Factors report provided by the RAF Centre for Aviation
Medicine (RAFCAM) .

k. Flight Simulator assistance from AirTanker Services Ltd and Airbus.

I. Flight safety-related material, tncludlnq previous MOD accident and
incident reports and Mandatory Occurrence Reports from the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA).

---MAA
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1.4.12 The Panel was assisted by expertise within the following organizations:

a. Air Accident Investigation Branch (AAIB).

b. Airbus (including Airbus Defence and Space).

c. AirTanker Services Ltd.

d. Military Aviation Authority (MAA).

e. MiIAAtB.

f. QinetiQ.

g. RAF Brize Norton.

h. RAFCAM.

i. Rolls Royce.

j. 1710 NAS.

k. 206(R) Squadron.

Factors considered by the Panel

1.4.13 With respect to the pitch-down command, the Panel analysed the following
key factors:

a. Possible triggers.

b. The relevance of individual acts.

c. The prevailing conditions at the time of the event.

d. Regulations and safety culture.

e. Aircraft design.

1.4.14 The Panel also analysed the following areas:

a. The recovery from the pitch-down command.

b. Cabin safety, including the handling of injuries.

c. Post Occurrence Management, including the handling of injuries.

d. Other areas pertinent to the Panel's terms of reference.

---MAA
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Determin ing the cause of the pitch-down command

Context

1.4.15 Aware that flying on the Voyager fleet had been paused and that the
incident was attracting considerable international interest, the Panel's initial efforts
were foc:ussed entirel on determinin the cause of the itch·down command.

Comprehensive interviews with the pilots conducted in Incirlik by
MilAAIB had already established a strong theme that pointed towards a technical
malfunction on the aircraft. specifically associated with the side-sticks and the
autopilot. By contrast, initial analysis of the DFDR and CVR had revealed no
evidence of any pertinent techn ical malfunctions, particularly in respect to the side
sticks and the autopilot.

1.4.16 . a number of concurrent lines of inquiry
~order to rule out a variety of possible causes. Such was the
~ature of interview evidence taken by MilAAIB and the Panel .
these lines of inquiry were necessarily broad and time consuming. They included
early engagement with Airbus. from whom the Panel would have lengthy and close
co-operation over the course of the Inquiry. They also included extensive work
carried out for the Panel by independent parties to help isolate the cause of the
pitch-down command.

Poss ibl e causes

1.4.17 The range of possible causes considered by the Panel included :

a. A Human Factors related deliberate act.

b. A Human Factors related inadvertent act.

c. A side-stick malfunction, including :

(1) A mechanical or electrical failure of a side-stick transducer .

(2) A mechanical or electrical failure of a side-stick solenoid.

(3) A failure of side-stick damper rods & linkages.

(4) A mechanical failu re of Artificial Feel Spring and Dampening
System.

(5) A loose article blockage in the side-stick pitch rods.

(6) Cross-talk or electromagnetic interference inducing a pitch-
down command.

d. A Single Event Effect (atmospheric particles from a solar flare event)
causing a pitch-down command in the Flight Control Computers.

1.4 ·8

Exhibit 20
Exhibit 2
Witnesses 1 & 2
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e. An autopilot fault.

f. Any other avlonics hardware or software des ign fault or 'bug.'

g. A weight and balance related issue.

h. A control surface malfunction.

i. Turbulence.

Analysis

1.4.18 The DFDR showed no indication of system failures that could have led the
aircraft to pitch down. Throughout the flight , there were no annunciations to the
crew of pertinent faults, nor were any relevant fault codes generated that would
help explain the incident. The Panel found no evidence of unresolved comparable
incidents across any A330 aircraft variants. The Panel assessed this incident to be
unique.

Exhibit 20
Exhibit 17

Exhibit 29

1.4.19 At 1548:1 3 UTC, one minute and 44 seco nds prior to the event, the DFDR
(Figure 1) detected a low frequency fluctuating pitch-down com mand of 0.5 to 0.9
degrees from the Captain's side-stick, This input endured until the onset of the full
pitch-down command. This initial forward input was pure in pitch with no
discernible lateral input. The force and displacement of the side-suck during this
command did not disengage the autopilot, because a five deca-Newton force and
five degree displacement of the side-stick (in pitch) is required before the autop ilot
will disengage. All side-stick movements, including those below the threshold for
autopilot disconnection are recorded by the DFDR . Therefore, the aircraft
remained initially in level fl ight with the autop ilot engaged. At 1549:57 UTC, a fully
forward input was made by the Captain's side-stick. This input was also pure in
pitch and at constant rate. It had no discernible lateral input and was held initially
for approximately four seconds at a fully forward deflection . It was this input which
initiated the pitch-down event.

Exhibit 30

Annex C

Exhibit 30
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Figure 1: DFDR ext ract showing Captain 's side-s tick pitch commands.

1.4.20 The Panel examin ed the possibility that the input had been made
deliberately. Neither the Captain's most recent training report , nor his flying

Exhibit 7
Witn ess 4
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records, nor his supervisory chai n, nor his medical history , gave the Panel reason
to suspect that the input was the result of a de liberate act. Furthermore, analysis of
the CVR indicated that the Captai n seemed genuinely surprised by the pitch-down
event . The Captain did not press his autopilot disconnect button on the side-st ick
until four seconds after the pitch-down was initiated. UK Defence Standards
indicated that a normal reaction time to an unexpected in-flight even t would be in
the region of three to five secon ds' , Thus, the evidence indicated strongly that the
pitch-down was unexpected and not deliberate.

1.4.21 Early analysis of the CVR identified a distinctive noise on the flight deck at
one minute and 44 secon ds prior to the event, and at the onset of the event itsel f.
Spectral analysis of the noise identif ied it as the electrica l motor used to adjust the
flight deck crew seats (identified by its frequency of 1900-2000 Hz). The seats are
adjustable by means of a switch which is located on the base of the seat itsel f. The
Captain 's seat is on the left-hand side of the flight deck and his adjustment switch is
on the bottom right-hand side of the seat (Figure 2) . In the two minutes leading up
to the event the Captain was the only person present on the flight deck, indicating
that the motor noise came from the Capta in's seat. There was no evidence that the
seat had malfunctioned in flight and functional tests carried out afte r the event
showed that the seat was fully serviceable. It was quite normal for the seat to be
adjusted seve ral times during the flight . either for reasons of comfort or for the
performing of a specific task. The Captain confirmed that his seat may have moved
forward at this time, although he could not specifically recall it.

Exhibit 31

Exhibit 2
Exhibit 20

Exhibit 2

Exhibit 32

Witness 1, Panel
Interview 1

Annex A, 1.2.6
Witness 1, Panel
Interview 3
Witness 1, Panel
Interview 2

Figure 2: Captain's seat position.

1.4.22 There was an obvious and strong temporal and directional correlat ion
between the seat motor move ment and the side-stick movement. The Panel
examined the possib ility that the move ment of the Captain's seat and the Captain's
side-stick were connected. For there to have been a direct relationship, the seat
and the stick would have to be physically connected, either by the occ upant of the
seat or by an object (other methods of interference are deal t with in a separate

1 DEF-STAN 00-97- Part 1, Section 4, Leaflet 36.

1.4 - 10
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paragraph). The pitch input from one minute and 44 seconds until the onset of the
event remained around a datum of between 0.5 and 0.9 degrees, in a manner
inconsistent with a human input. It would be extremely difficult for a pilot to hold
and maintain the small forward elevator deflection manually on the side-stick for
nearly two minutes. The side-stick would have a tendency to return to the neutral
position under spring loading. Even extremely light atmospheric turbulence or
airirame vibration would tend to move the pilot , which in turn would be expected to
trans late into movement of the side-stick . The movements of the pilot's body would
be expected to create changes in side-stick pitch input that were not visible on the
DFDA plot.

1.4.23 The Captain was certa in that he was not touching the controls prior to the
event, and the persistence of the subsequent pitch-down command (lasting in total
around 33 seconds) indicated that it was not the product of an inadvertent human
input. MUltiple attempts to recreate the pitch-down event were carried out in the
simulator. Hand flying a fully forward deflection of the side-stick resulted on each
occasion in some roll input inadvertently being applied. The lack of roll input on the
DFDR trace during the initial pitch-down of the aircraft meant that a hand flown
pitch-down command was unlikely. The Panel conc luded that the Captain was not
in physical contact with the side-stick either immediately prior to, or during the
onset of the event.

1.4.24 As a result, the Panel's focus turned to the possibility of an object
connecting the seat and the side-stick. The Panel collected the official items and
personal effects which had been on the fligh t deck at the time, in order to ascertain
which of them could have interfered with the side-stick. In an interview with the Co
pilot, it became evident that a Nikon Digital Single Lens Aefiex (D-SLA) D5300
Camera (Figure 3) belonging to the Captain had been present on the flight deck in
the minutes leading up to the pitch-down event. Specifically, the camera had been
seen by the Co-pilot on the surface area near the base of the Captain's side-st ick
short ly before the event. He had also seen the Captain using the camera during
the flight.

Fig ure 3: Nikon 05300 O-SLR camera as received.

1.4-1 1

Annex A, 2.1
& Exhibit 30

Annex C
Exhibit 30

Witness 1, Panel
Interview 1
Annex C
Exhibit 33

Exhibit 34
Annex C
Exhibit 35

Exhibit 18

Witness 2, Panel
Interview 1

Witness 1,
MilAAIB interview
& Panel interview
1
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Analysis of photographs
submitted subsequently by the Captain indicated that 28 photographs were taken
during a period of darkness between around eight minutes and three minutes prior
to the incident (Figure 4). It was established that, in all, 77 photographs were taken
during the tlight. In one photograph, the GPS digital clock on the tlight deck could
be seen , allowing a comparison to be made between the aircraft's internal time
measurement and that of the camera.

Witness 1, Panel
interview 2

Exhibit 36
Exhibit 123

Figure 4: Sample of 28 photographs taken on flight deck shortly before incident.

1.4.26 As such, the Panel established that the last photograph taken with the
came ra was at 15:46:38 UTC; one minute 35 seconds before the initial pitch event,
and three minutes and 20 seconds before the full pitch-down event. Analysis of the
CVR indicated that approximately four seconds after the last photograph was
taken, the Purser came onto the flight deck to have a short conversation with the
Captain, before returning to the passenger cabin (Figure 5).

Exhibit 18
Exhibit 2
Exhibit 18
Witness 3, Panel
Interview 2

3 mins 20 seconds

1 min 35 seconds 1 min 44 seconds

1549:57/8
2nd seat
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command
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1SI seat

movement
& small

4 • pitch input

1546:42 Purser on flight 1548:04
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1546:38
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Figure 5: Tlmeline immediately prior to incident (all times UTC).
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Figure 6: Location and orientation of large dent in ca mera (dotted line).

1.4.27 The camera was found to have a large linear dent on its right hand side
(Figure 6) . The dent extended from the softer hand grip region towards the front of
the camera, across a thin part of the main body frame. and across the memory card
flap. Annex A

\-
•• •• • • •••••

Rubber
Gaiter

•

•

•

•

Figure 7: Side-stick unit as received by Pane l.

1.4.28 The profile of the large dent was mapped forensically using surface
profilometry and compared with the hand grip flange (Figure 7) at the base of the
side-stick . The dent in the camera was found to be consistent with having been
caused by the flange of the side-stick. Furthermore, chemical ana lysis indicated
that trace amounts of materials present in a swab from the camera indentation
were consistent with the material type of the side-stick. The rubber gaiter at the

1.4-13---MAA OFFICIAL SENSITIVE SERVICE INOUIRY
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base of the side-stick was examined using binocular microscopy, revealing two
distinct perforations. The perforations were assessed to be the result of the gaiter
material being pushed against the edges of the lower side-stick flange from the
outside . When cons idered alongside other smaller witness mark s on the camera, it
was assessed as highly likely that the camera had expe rienced a significant
compression against the base of the side-stick at some point during the flight.
Spec ifically, it was assessed that the damage was cons istent with the side-stick
being pulled back forcefully against the body of the camera. Annex A, para 2.5

Figure 8: Re-construction of Captain's camera behind side-stick.

1.4.29 Using the Voyager simulator , the Panel reconstructed an arrange ment of
the armrest. the camera and the side-stick to assess the possibility of causing
fl ight-control interle rence (Figure 8). The armrest was adjusted to the specific
parameters used by the Captain on the flight in order to re-create the ang le that
was present during the event. Although the setting was within limits, it created an
unusual angle, resulting in a particularly steep downward incline from back to front
The camera was placed in the gap between the armrest and the side-stick, with the
damaged side prese nted towards the grip flang e at the base of the side-stick. The
seat motor was moved forward unti l the camera was gently flush against the base
of the side-slick.

Figure 9: Side-stick locked in fully forward position (substitute camera).

1.4 - 14

W itness 1, Panel
Interview 1
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1.4.30 The seat motor was operated in a forwards direction as heard at the onset
of the pitch-down event. The effect was to push and hold the side-stick fUlly
forward in a mann er consistent with the pitch-down command seen on the DFDR
(Figure 9). The motion resulted in the grip flange becoming aligned with a location
exactly consistent with the dent in the camera. The re-construction took no more
than a few seconds to set up.

1.4.31 Using the calculated movement of the seat, the position of the armrest and
the location of the camera, the analysis found that it was feasible for the seat
movement recorded on the CVR to have caused the move ment of the side-stick to
the fully-forward position.

1.4.32 In the meantime, the Panel continued to pursue a standard of evidence
that would allow a thorough range of other causes to be ruled out. A full
examination of possible technical causes is in the MilAAIB Report at Annex A. In
summary, the following were assessed by the Panel to have not caused the
incident:

a. Mechanical or elect rical fa il ure of a stde-stlck transducer . Tests
conducted with the side-stick manufacturer, UTC Aerospace Systems,
established that the side-stick transducer unit was fully serviceable.

b. Mechanical or electrical failure of a side-stick so lenoid. Tests
conducted with the side-stick manufacturer, UTC Aerospace Systems,
established that the side-stick solenoid was fully serviceable.

c. Failure of th e aide- st ick damper rods & linkages. Tests
conducted with the side-stick manufacturer, UTC Aerospace Systems,
established that the side-stick damper rods and linkages were fully
serviceable.

d. Mechanical failure of artificial fee l spring and dampen ing
system. Tests conducted with the side-stick manufacturer, UTC
Aerospace Systems, established that the side-stick transd ucer unit was
fully serviceable.

e. FOD blockage in the side-stick pitch rods. An X-ray computed
tomography (CT) scan showed that there was no FOD blockage within the
side-stick unit. This was confirmed by a subsequent visual inspection by
the side-stick manufacturer.

f. Cross·talk or electromagnetic interference inducing a false
pitch-down signal. Tests conducted with Airbus examining the effects of
electromagnetic interference from the Captain's portable electronic
devices established that their level of emissions were below the
demonstrated immun ity level of the equipment installed on aircraft.

Exhibi t 2
Exhibit 20

Annex A

Annex A

g. Single event effect (atmospheric particles f rom solar flare
event). Solar flare activity at the time of the incident was measured in the
lowest range of emissions (class C), below that which could have caused Exhibit 127
interference with the aircraft systems,

h. Auto-pilot fault. The autopilot behaved correctly in response to a

-.~--""MAA
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posi tive control input from the Captain's side-stick .

i. Hardware or software design fault or bug. Analysis found no
evide nce to doubt the integrity of the flight control system. No faults or
spurious flight control inputs were reco rded on the Flight Data
Maintenance system and Built-in Test logs. It was conf irmed that the
auto-flight system and the five flight computers responded to an autopilot
disconnection in acco rdance with the commands provided to them. The
pitch-down command was correctly authorized in response to a posi tive
control input from the Captain's side-stick.

j. Weight and balance related malfunction. Analysis of the aircraft's
pest-flight report showed no errors in the weight and balance calculation
for the aircraft. The aircraft Load and Trim Sheet (FanTl AS.OGO.co7)
indicated that the aircraft trim was within normal limits for the duration of
the flight. There was no shifting of the load on board the aircraft at any
time during the flight.

Exhibit 124
k. Control surface malfunction. OFOR analysis showed that the
flying controls responded correctly to positive con trol inputs from the
Captain's side -stick . All control surlaces, including those mounted on the
trim-able horizontal stabilizer, responded as expected to command input
parameters and within design intent.

I. Tu rbulence. Although turbulence had been experienced earlier in
the flight, no turbulence was reported at the time of the incident. Neither
was any signi ficant turbul ence forecast for the area in which the incident
took place.

1.4.33 . the Captain agreed that a
physical interle rence with the side-stick, in the manner suggested above ,
represe nted the most probable trigger for the pitch-down command. Given the
weight of evidence therefore. the Panel concluded that the cause of the pitch
down event was an inadvertent physical input to the Captain's side-stick, by
means of a physical obstruction (a camera) that jammed between the left
armrest and the side-stick unit when the Captain 's seat was motored forward .

Witness 2, Panel
Interview 1
Exhibit 37

Witness 1, Panel
Interview 3

---MAA
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Factors leading to the pitch-down command

1.4.34 A series of individual acts took place in the moments before the pitch-down
command which were assessed as having contributed to the incident itself. The
individual acts however, were influenced by a combination of error promoting
conditions, organizational influences and breached defences. The following
paragraphs are drawn principally from Human Factors analysis conducted by
RAFCAM. Figure 10 illustrates the key factors which were considered in
determining how the pitch -down command happened, and forms the structure for
the analysis in these paragraphs.

Occurrence
Safety

Investigation

NOairline
risk

o IroviWal Acts

o Error Prom CondItions
Organizalionalo Inftueoces

::::::=Breached Defences

Stick
interferences · no

civi lian reports
apparent

.......;;;.::.~ .
~" in FCTU........................----....

occooeoce
Sal",

Investigation

NormaliZed
behaviour

lad< 01"--:::r::...._...:..:: escectetco
No DH risk •••::.::.:••••~;:;~::::-...,.,---\~~?~ ?-----

.. ->
"---••- ::: "......... . 26 AP disconnects

..' 'Crew members ". _ no reports
: at lheir stenco' :
••••• policy ,...............................

........~~:::~~ .
:. dubes' policy ,.:•...... . .

~~::;;;; ....•...........

Figure 10: Diagram of key factors leading to pitch·down command.

1.4.35 Carriage of the camera. The ca rriage of the camera had a direct bea ring
on the incident, in as much as it was the object responsible for the side-stick
interference . As such, the Panel concluded that the carriage of the camera on
the flight deck was a contributory factor. Th is however, was influenced by a
number of associated factors.

a. Normalized behaviour. The carriage of the camera was consistent
with normalized behaviour regarding loose articles on RAF air transport
aircraft. The Panel found evide nce that the issue of loose articles on flight
decks had been the source of considerable debate amongst junior Air Safety
staff at RAF Brize Norton for several months lead ing up to the incident. but
that it had not been resolved:

Witnesses 10 &
11

OFFICIAL SENSmVE SERVICE INQUIR¥
CC Crown Copyright 2014

---MAA

(1) In Mar 13, 11 months before the incident. an Air Safety
Occurrence Report (ASOR) was raised amongst Air Safety staff at
RAF Brize Norton, who were concerned at the number of loose
articles being found on board C-130 flight decks. A growing body of
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reports were being received from C-130 engineers describing how
numerous aircrew items were being left on flight decks at the end of
flights. In one three month period they included : five personal
oxygen masks; one aircrew knife; three sets of spectacles plus
cases; two NVG eyepiece covers; seven NVG helmet counter
weights, and six folde rs or notebooks. None of the items had been
reported as missing by crews. By 12 Apr 13. RAF Brize Norton Air
Safety staff began an Occu rrence Safety Investigation (OS I) to
examine whether the issue was limited to the C· 130 fleet, and what
measures should be taken to address it. The Occurrence Safety
Investigators searched for reports on all of the fleets at RAF Brize
Norton with the exception of Voyager, which was excluded because
of perceived differences between their safety reporting system and
that of the rest of the station. The investigators found no reports
outside the C-130 flee t of loose articles on flight decks, leading to an
assumption that the issue was limited to that fleet only . The issue
was highlighted within the C-130 fleet over the next few months;
however, loose artic les continued to be reported. For the month of
Oct 13 this included: two NVG batter ies; one set of spectacles ; one
mobile phone; one finge r-torch pouch; one NVG helmet counter
weight; one set of flight reference cards; two maps, and one jacket.
None of the items found had been reported as missing by crews.

(2) By the time of the Voyager incident on 9 Feb 14, the OSI had
still not published a formal report and an Occurrence Review Group
had yet to conve ne to consider any findings (as required by AP 3207 ,
Sect ion 200 .120 - Occurrence Safety Investigation).

(3) The Panel saw and heard evidence that the issue of loose
articles was not, in fact, limited to the C- 130 fleet. The C· 130 was
the only aircraft type at RAF Brize Norton whose engineers were
constituted separately (and geographica lly remotely) from its flying
squadrons. As such, some Air Safety staff believed that the issue of
loose articles was simply being dealt with more directly on other
squadrons where the engineers were embedded, rather than
reported officia lly. Similarly to C- 130 crews, Voyager aircrew were
requi red to take a large number of items of equipment on board the
airc raft for operational fl ights. These items included two sets of body
armour for each crew member, combat surviva l waistcoa ts, crew
weapons , aircraft documentation, two route bags, a set of wor ldwide
naviqation kit and charts and a bag of classified material. Only some
of these items had designated storage, with the rest usually found
space around the flight deck; for exam ple, on the floor behind the
pilots ' seats (Figure 11 and Figure 12). This volume of items was a
result of the nature of the tasking and the associated volume of
paperwork necessary to support the mission. It is likely that the
number of required items on the flight deck promoted an attitude that
it was generally acceptable to have a large volume of items on the
flight deck, such that the carriage of a small number of personal
effects would not have seemed unreasonable. Acco rdingly, all pilots
interviewed on 10 Squadron by RAFCAM reported having a
personally acquired tablet computer that they would take with them
on the flight to enable access to the large amount of aircraft
documentation. It was also considered normal to carry a personal

1.4 -1 8

Witnesses 10 &
11

Exhibit 38

Witnesses 10 &
11

Witness 1, Panel
Interview 3
Annex B, para 25
Witness 10 & 11

Witness 10 & 11

Annex B, para 23

Exhibit 39

Annex B, para 24
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navigation bag in which items such as clipboards, their tablet
computer and additional paperwork would be carried.

Figure 11: Carriage of in-flight publications.

Annex 8, para 24

Figure 12: Floor area around Captain's and Co-pilot's seat.
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(4) On the flight deck of any large aircraft a certain number of
loose articles are inevitable if the aircraft is to operate effectively
(pens. notebooks. spectacles ete). There was no evidence however,
of official guidance or training within 2 Gp which related to the
carriage and use of these items and how they should be stored and
positioned on the flight deck, increasing the likelihood that personnel
would develop their own norms and practices as a result of
experience and advice of others. Photographs taken on the flight
deck of ZZ333 shortly before the incident indicated that there were a
number of loose articles placed in areas around the flight deck. some
not officially des ignated for stowage (Figure 13). The selection of
typical locations used to store items illustrates the challenge imposed
by the imbalance between the available storage on the flight deck,
the required volume of official equipment and documentation and the
carriage of personal items. While the Voyager flight deck had
adequate space for these items to be carried, there were not enough
dedicated storage locations for the sheer volume of official items,
resulting in items being stored on the floor and in ad hoc areas. In
part icular, the area around the side-stick appeared to be treated no
differently to any other surface on the flight deck.

In-flight
publications

;n
designated

clip

Figure 13: Photograph of Co-pilot's position 6 mins 15 seconds prior to incident .

Annex B, para 21
Witness 1,
Interview 3

Annex B, para 25

---MAA

(5) The carriage of personal items may also have been perceived
as advanta geous as it would provide access to items in flight which
could be used to help maintain general men tal alertness (see
parag raph 1.4.36 (b) regarding low workload and boredom). Annex B, para 24

(6) Reports of side-stick interference continued in the aftermath of
the incident, even after safety advice had been issued by the MAA
highlighting the risk of cont rol interference. In Jun 14, four months
after the incident, two reports emerged of inadvertent inputs to
Voyager side-sticks resulting in one case from a loose article and in
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another, from a pilot's leg knocking against the stick. In the case of
the loose article, a documents folder had slipped from the pilots' tray
table and made contact with the side-stick, disconnecting the
autopilot and causing a master warning. In the other case , the pilot Exhibit 40
had been resting his foot on the raised toot-rest in the centre of the
foot well, when his leg inadvertently knocked against the side-stick.
He had been unable to feel the pressure of the side-stick against his
leg because of the flight publication which was in his flying suit leg Exhibit 41
pocket. On both occasions, the autopilot was immediate ly re-
engaged without the aircraft deviating from its flight path.

(7) It was concluded that the carriage of a camera on the flight
deck and its subsequent treatment in terms of stowage was
consistent with wide-spread normalized behaviour at RAF Brize
Norton regarding loose articles. The Panel assessed that
normalized behaviour regarding the carriage and treatment of
loose articles was a contributory factor. Furthermore, by
excluding the Voyager fleet from its scope and not issuing a report
by the time of the incident, the 051was not sufficient in its
thoroughness or timeliness to identify the extent of normalized
behaviour with respect to loose articles. As such, Panel assessed
that the incomplete RAF Brize Norton OSI was a contributory
factor.

b. Rules and regulat ions. The carriage of the camera on the flight
deck was not prohibited by any rules or regulations. Guidance in the
Voyager Operations Manual, the aircraft Release to Service and Military
Regulatory Publications, stated that portable electronic devices could be
carried. Restrictions on the use of such items were only in regard to their
transmitting properties during different phases of flight.

1.4.36 Use of the camera in flight. The use of the camera on the flight deck
during the flight had a direct bearing on the incident, in as much as it had just been
used at the time it became lodged behind the side-stick. As such, the use of the
camera in flight was a contributory factor; however, this was influenced by a
number of assoc iated factors:

Exhibit 42
Exhibit 43
Exhibit 44

a. Rules and regulations. The use of a camera on the flight deck
during flight was not explicit ly prohibited by any rules or regUlations. As
described in paragraph 1.4.35 (b), specif ic restrictions in the Voyage r
Operations Manual on the use of personal electronic devices related only
to their transmitting properties during different phases of flight. However,
in more general terms, the Voyager Operations Manual Part B, Section
2 1 2 6 d h Exhibit 45.. . state I at:

• Flight crew must refrain from non-relevant duties
(e.g. paperwork, casual conversation), in
circumstances such as (but not limited to): while the
other pilot is away from the active Air Traffic Control
(ATC) frequency.

While on his own, the Captain took 28 photographs of the flight deck
between approximately eight minutes and three minutes prior to the
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incident, which were not related to the duties he was ca rrying out at the
time. In the judgement of the Panel, this was proba bly not a deliberate
and conscious contravention of the rules. However, the use of the came ra
on the flight deck rep resented a lack of compliance with the policy
regardi ng non-relevant duties, thus rendering the policy a breached
defence.

b. Low workload and boredom. Voyager has a high level of
automation. Of particular relevance to the ZZ333 incident is the impact of
automation on work load . During a phase of flight (the cruise) whe n the
workload on a pilot is low, a high level of automation can make it even
lower, resu lting in boredom and complacency . Individuals who are more
susceptible to boredom are those with a high level of knowledge,
education and ability, people who are keen for a demanding job. or people
who are fatigued or not -adapted to night work. The cruise phase was
described as a very quiet phase of the flight. Th e Captain and Co-pilot
described the level of arousal, demand s, and task difficu lty during the
cruise as between 'low' and 'very low'. The CVR provided some evidence
of a low leve l of arousal , with yawns being audible in the 30 min utes pr ior
to the incident, audible sighs and whistling while the Captain was alone on
the flight deck and comments which indicated that it was perceived as a
long and boring phase of fligh t. In the period immediately preced ing the
incident, the Capta in reported that there were no aircra ft ind icated on the
Traff ic Collision Avo idance System (TCAS) and few ATC communications.
The required tasks related to the flying of the aircraft at th is stage were
described by the crew in RAFCAM inte rviews as system monitoring,
including checking fuel times and waypoints , checking the nav igation
display, running through the electronic system pages, monitoring the ATC
frequency and obtaining the latest weather information. These tasks
contained characteristics that give rise to boredom, in that the tas ks
demanded prolong ed supervisory work, requiring vigilance , but with few
cues to capture the crew 's attention. Give n the operating conditions , it
was highly likely that the crew wo uld take actions to raise their level of
alertness and alleviate boredom . The crew described performing many of
the actions considered by Human Facto rs experts as typical for Voyager
air transport operatio ns to maintain alertness during the flight. Speci fical ly,
they described having reqular visito rs to the flight deck, taking comfo rt
breaks, reviewing in-fl ight paperwork and using personal items. In the
Capta in's case, this also included tak ing a conside rable number of
photog raphs. Notwithstanding the Voyager Operations Manual pol icy on
non-relevant duties, undertak ing actions such as these would have the
perceived benefit of maintaining alertness and alleviating boredom. The
Panel assessed that low workload and boredom were contributory
factors.

c. Single person on flight deck. The Co-pilot left the flight deck
app roxim ately 18 minutes before the incident. As a result, and for most of
this period , the Captain was alone on the flight deck and strapped into his
seat. Approximately two and a half minutes afte r the Co-pilot left the flight
deck, he returned briefly to bring the Captain a cup of tea. Approximately
twe lve minutes later the Purser came on to the fl ight deck and had a brief
conversat ion with the Captai n, depart ing approx imately two min utes
befo re the incident. Whi le alone on the flight deck, the re were a number of
ATC communications between other aircraft, and one ATC comm unication
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to which the Captain responded. Although the Captain had some Exhibit 19
interaction with othe r peop le while the Co-p ilot was outside the fligh t deck,
there was a much reduced level of personal interaction during this time
and , due to being strapped into the seat, there were few opportunities for
phys ical movement. Addressing the requirements for, 'crewmembers at
their station,' the Voyager Operations Manual Part A, Section 8.3.10 Exhibit 46
stated that during the cruise:

• ...each pilot required to be on fligh t deck dUty
shall remain at his station unless his absence is
necessary for the performance of his duties, or for
physiological needs...

There was no time limit associated with this guidance, altho ugh the Panel
was told by a senior training officer that a pilot wou ld not normally be
expected to be absen t from the flight deck for more than around five
minutes. On the RAF C130J fleet, another two-pilot flight deck, standard
operating procedures state d that no pilot was to be left alone on the flight
deck for any amount of time. In the event that one pilot left a C-130J flight
deck, a third crew member was to be present on the flig ht deck to monitor
the remaining pilot. The presence on ZZ333 of only a sing le person in the
flight deck for an extended period of time increased the risk of boredom
and under-arousal, thus increasing the likelihood that the Captain wou ld
take actions to maintain his general alertness. The Panel assessed that
the presence of only a s ingle person on the flight deck for an
extended period of time w as a contributory factor. This represented a
potential lack of compliance with the policy rega rding crew members at
their station, although it was possible to apply a wide interpretation to the
rule. Nevertheless, as it did not preven t the extended absence of a pilot
from the fl ight deck, the policy regarding crew members at their
station was assessed by the Pan el to be a failed defen ce .

1.4.37 Placing of the camera. The placing of the camera between the armrest
and the side-stick created a hazard. This went unrecognized initia lly, lead ing
directly to the interterence with the side-stick and the subsequent pitch-down. As
such, the Panel assessed that the placing of the camera was a contribu tory
factor. The reason why this act created a hazard, and the fact that it went
unrecognized, was influenced by a number of associated factors .

a. Distraction. Immediately after the camera was last used, the Exhibit 18
CVR indicated that the Purser ente red the flight deck and began a
conversat ion with the Captain. This conversation could have drawn the Exhibit 19
Captain's attention and so reduced his focus on the task of stowing the
camera. It can not be pos itively determined that the camera was put down
at this time, but if the poin t at which the camera was put down coincided
with the Purser entering the flight deck, then it is possible that a
distraction occurred. Without this distraction, it is possible that the
camera may not have been placed behind the side-stick. The Panel
assessed that d istraction of the Captai n while using the camera was a
possible contributory factor.

b. Design of the side-stick are a. The side-stick is located on the
outside of the Captain and Co-pilot seats .
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(1) Layout. The seat can be positioned so that the side-stick is
with in the reach of the pilot. An armrest provides support to the
pilot's elbow while using the side-stick, which is in line with good
ergonomic practice to enable continuous adjustments and extended
periods of use", The armrest is adjustable to enable the pilot to
achieve a comfortable working posture. A combination of the setting
of the armrest and the seat position brings the armrest into the
vicinity of the side-stick. The minimum distance the armrest can
achieve relative to the side-stick when the seat is moved is SOmm. Annex B. para 27
There is a minimum of 140mm clearance between the side-stick and
the nearest fixed obstruction (Figure 14).

Il oose items tray ~

Nosewheel
steering
control

Autopilot
disconnect

button

Armrest
location
(when

lowered)

Figure 14: Layout of Captain 's side-stick area ,

(2) Design to prevent accidental operation of the side-stick.
Joys tick controls, such as the Voyager side-stick have a high
likelihood of inadvertent operatlorr' , Spurious or accidental operation
of controls has been identified as an issue in safety critical systems".
so it is good practice to include design features to reduce the
likelihood of such accidental operation. For instance, British
Standard (BS) 894 Part 3, though not specific to aviation, offers Annex B, para 28
guidance on how equipment design can mitigate the likelihood of
accidental operation such as recessing the control, shrouding the
control, placing a collar around the control, using a lock out system,
or requiring two-handed controls. European aviation regulations
(specifically European Air Safety Agency (EASA) regulation Exhibit 48
CS25.7n) state that controls must be designed 'to prevent
inadvertent movement'. The nature of the protection against
spurious operation that is appropriate will depend entirely on the
context in which the control is operated. The certification of Voyager
when it was brought into military service was conducted in

2 Kroemer, K.H.E. and Grandlean. E. -Fitting the Task to the Human-, Fifth Edition (1997) London: Taylor and
Francis, and DEF·STAN ()()'250, Part 3, Section 15.
) DEF·STAN ()()'250. Part 3, Sectcn 15.
• UK Health and Safety Executive, David Fox, ' toacvertent operation of controls in excavator plant· insight. analysis
and recommendations fof prevention by design.- (Jan 14). httpJtwww.hse.oov,uklresearchlrmdt/rr1000 ·pdf
(accessed 2 Jun 14); and Australian Transport Safety, "Safety Bulletin 3 - lifeboat Accidents : (1 Dec 03),
httpJIwww.atsb.QOY.aulmed!a!43401/lifeboat accidents .odf (accessed 2 Jun 14).

---MAA
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accordance with Joint Aviation Requirements 25 (civil two-crew
cockpit certification) and Military Certification Review Items Fl1 and Exhibit 49
F16. Human factors assessments were conducted by the Design
Organization, independently ver ified by INTA (the Spanish National
Institute of Aerospace Technology) and witnessed by the UK Aircraft
Test and Evaluation Centre. The Voyager side-stick is protected Exhibit 126
against accidental movement principally by its posi tion being remote
from other controls . In addition, when the autopilot is engaged.
additional force is required to move the control from the neutral
(central) position (see paragraph 1.4.19). reducing the likelihood that Exhibit 48
a low force impact against the side-stick by a person or an item
would cause the airc raft to change trajectory. Furthermore, when Annex B, para 28
inadvertent operation occurs, a specif ic audio and visual warning is
triggered to ale rt the pilot. In respec t to the seat controls, switches
are designed to ensure that movement can only occu r whi le the
switch is held in posi tion by the pilot.

(3) Potential for acciden tal operation of th e side-stick.
Interviews with the ZZ333 crew indicated that there was a known
issue that inadvertent contact with the side-s tick (most commonly by
a knee) could result in the autopilot being disconnected. Such
incidents had been resolved immed iately by re-engaging the
autopilot and had not been reported formally. Data from AirTanker
Services indicated that there may have been up to 26 inciden ts since
the start of Voyager flying when the autopilot had been disconnected
in the cruise by moving the side -stick against the increased force ,
although it is not clear how many of these were accidental. The
layout of the side-stick means that there are few other controls in the
vicinity that cou ld interfe re directly with it. The closest items to the
side-stick are the nose-wheel steering control , microphone, and
armrest. Of particular interest to the ZZ333 incident was the
prox imity of the armrest to the side-stick. The armrest moves with
the seat and is never less than 50mm from the base of the side-stick.
As a result it is not possible for the armrest itself to interfere directly
with the side-stick, but the operation of the seat when an item of Annex B, para 29
appropriate size is located between the armrest and the side-stick
could create a situation in which movement of the seat causes the
side-stick to be moved out of the cent ral position while the autopilot
is engaged. As such, the design of the s ide-st ick area was a
contributory factor.

c. Armrest setting. Both the Co-pilot and Captain had tall upper
bodies, with a sitting height that placed them between the so" to 851h

percentiles of the population. As a result, their required seat setting for
operating the flying controls was lower than that of the majority of pilots .
This seating position would cause the armrest to have no vertical
separation from the side-stick. Vertical separation from the side-stick
would reduce the scope for an item to become jammed between the
armrest and the side-stick, because a wheel located on the underside of
the armrest would enable it to simply roll over the top of any obstruction.
The Captain's settings for the armrest are shown in Figure 15.
Reconstruction of the incident in the Voyage r simulator indicated that the
configuration of the armrest. when combined with the nature of the camera
obstruction and the lack of vertical sepa ration of the armrest from the side-
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